[Application of kidney deficiency and blood stasis and disharmony between heart and kidney theories in patients with sleep disorders in perimenopause].
Perimenopausal syndrome refers to a series of physical and mental symptoms, caused by the fluctuation of the sex hormones in the menopause, which is one of the common diseases in gynecology. The incidence of sleep disorders in perimenopausal women is increasing significantly. Both Chinese medicine and Western medicine are trying to exploring its pathologic mechanism to find the safe and effective methods of treatment. Menopausal sleeping disorder is the same as the perimenopause syndrome and insomnia category in traditional Chinese medicine. Kidney deficiency is the basic characteristic of perimenopause, whether kidney essence, kidney Qi, kidney Yin or kidney Yang can lead to blood stasis. It is believed that this disease results from kidney deficiency in the root and blood stasis in the tip, and on this basis women affected by many factors will result in disharmony between heart and kidney. In clinical practice, The method of tonifying kidney and activating blood applied to treat perimenopause syndrome with insomnia was testified to be effective. Therefore the author thought that kidney deficiency and blood stasis and disharmony between heart and kidney were the key factors of patients with insomnia in perimenopause.